Abstracl: In this paper we consider sufficient conditions for the exponential stability of linear time-varying systems of the form *(t):
Stability analysis for time-varying linear systems is is the growing importance of adaptive controllers for often is time-varying and linear.
In this paper we analyse exponential stability for systems of the form i(r) : A(t)x(t), r > 0, where l('):R++lR'x'is piecewise continuous and uniformly bounded. Furthermore for every />0 the eigenvaluesofA(t)arecontainedinalefthalfplaneC-.:{seClResg-e}forsome€>0.However this last condition is not strong enough to guarantee exponential stability. Additional restrictions on the parameter variations in A(.) have to be imposed.
In Section 2 we summarize different types of those sufficient parameter variation conditions including the well known criteria of Coppel [2] and Rosenbrock [5] and two new conditions due to Kreisselmeier [4] and Krause and Kumar [3] . We give a new short proof of the Krause and Kumar result which was recently published in this journal. However all mentioned conditions are qualitative results in the sense that if some measure of the parameter variation is'sufficiently small'the exponential stability is ensured.
In Section 3 we derive explicit formulas for the parameter variations upper bound to guarantee exponential stability. These formulas involve some a priori knowledge of llA(t)ll and o(,4(l))- In general A(')e-9l is neither necessary nor sufficient for exponential stability. (ii) wu [6] .
A(t):
Then o(l(r)) stable. : {2, -13) for all r>0; however rhe associated sysrem i
(t):A(t)x(t) is exponentially
In order obtain sufficient conditions for exponential stability additional restrictions for the variation of the elements of A(.) e g have to be imposed.
It has been shown that if ö > 0 is sulficiently small, then any of the following conditions guarantees exponential stability of (2.1): ll,<(r)ll <ö forallr>0 t5l. Furthermore (2'8) is less restrictive than the criterion in [3] which requires the integral inequality of (2.g) for all "-To and some ro > 0. In fact condition 12.8) can be proved much shorter following the ideas of Rosenbrock's proof for condition (2.5). < -jttx(r)ll'. -+v(x(t), t) tor t€rn(e).
Since lll(/)ll <K* forsomeK*>0, t(x(t), t).K llx(r) ll'= {r(x(r), r) for re r,(e) for some K> K*. Since 9(rnQ\-0 as ö -0, there exists for ö sufficiently small o > 0 such that ., Z( x( s ). s ) I _,# ds < -r,;(l -rn) for all r > to+ T, Jr" Z(x(s), s) and this proves exponential decaying of the solutions of (2.1). ! As an existence condition (2.8) is not really an improvement of (2.5). The above proof shows that if ll l( ) ll is assumed to be uniformly bounded there always exists sufficiently small ö > 0 such that rhe auerage parameter variation condition (2.8) implies that l(') satisfies Rosenbrock's criterion. The converse direction is obvious. Hence, viewed as existence conditions (2.8) and (2.5) are equiualent.In order to show that (2.8) is less conseruatioe than (2.5), upper bounds for the integral in (2.8) should be derived which guarantee exponential stability of (2.1). In the next section we determine such quantitative boun{s for the ö's involved in (2.5) (2.1).
Upper bounds for parameter variations
In order to prove the main result of this paper we need a lemma and some preparatory forrnulas: 3.1.Lemma [2] .SupposeA(..)e9,inparticular llA(t)ll<M.Thenforeueryee(0,2M), lleA('t' ll < (2M/E)'-1 .{ o+')o lor alt o, / > 0. (ü) We prove that V(x, t) as defined in (2.9) is a Liapunov function of (3.6). Its time derivative along solutions of (3.6) is We have to show that n(r)=f,, forallr>O. ej) Applying Coppel's Lemma to (2.11) and (2.10) we obrain ll ,R(r|l <r-r "\''' ".r, ar.)sd J6 \;/ e-'* ""ds'2ll R(r)llllr(1)ll =rff! 2{n-r) /*.r, "*.,.6r1'5 :r(2!)4(4-r)/ I \'" --t\ t J Jo I \ e i \2(_arf)/ö and thus (3.7) holds if for some e e (0, a),
It is easily verified that g(-) achieves its maximum at eo: ak/(k+ 1) on (0, a) and Note that the proof of (iii) presents a short proof of Lemma 3 in Kreisselmeier [4] . If additional information on the exponential decay of e'(')" is known, the bounds derived in Theorem 3.2 can be simplified as follows: (i)llzt(r)ll<M<+ß.
(ii) l(') is piecewise differentiable and ttÄQ) ll =ö.28'.
(lit) There exists h > 0 such that sup 1A(t+r)-a(t) 1<8< B_\iY o=a<h (iv) sup lla(r + n). -a(')ll. u < zß -2 los n.
i,'oll h ll K
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2.
